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Sociological tipping

I 1969 - 1971 : Thomas Schelling: a
general theory of tipping

I 2000 : Malcolm Gladwell: The
Tipping Point

” The book seeks to explain and
describe the ‘mysterious’
sociological changes that mark
everyday life ”
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Climate tipping

The Thinning of Arctic Sea Ice, 1988–2003: Have We Passed a Tipping Point?

R. W. LINDSAY AND J. ZHANG

Polar Science Center, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington

(Manuscript received 2 December 2004, in final form 13 June 2005)

ABSTRACT

Recent observations of summer Arctic sea ice over the satellite era show that record or near-record lows
for the ice extent occurred in the years 2002–05. To determine the physical processes contributing to these
changes in the Arctic pack ice, model results from a regional coupled ice–ocean model have been analyzed.
Since 1988 the thickness of the simulated basinwide ice thinned by 1.31 m or 43%. The thinning is greatest
along the coast in the sector from the Chukchi Sea to the Beaufort Sea to Greenland.

It is hypothesized that the thinning since 1988 is due to preconditioning, a trigger, and positive feedbacks:
1) the fall, winter, and spring air temperatures over the Arctic Ocean have gradually increased over the last
50 yr, leading to reduced thickness of first-year ice at the start of summer; 2) a temporary shift, starting in
1989, of two principal climate indexes (the Arctic Oscillation and Pacific Decadal Oscillation) caused a
flushing of some of the older, thicker ice out of the basin and an increase in the summer open water extent;
and 3) the increasing amounts of summer open water allow for increasing absorption of solar radiation,
which melts the ice, warms the water, and promotes creation of thinner first-year ice, ice that often entirely
melts by the end of the subsequent summer.

Internal thermodynamic changes related to the positive ice–albedo feedback, not external forcing, domi-
nate the thinning processes over the last 16 yr. This feedback continues to drive the thinning after the
climate indexes return to near-normal conditions in the late 1990s. The late 1980s and early 1990s could be
considered a tipping point during which the ice–ocean system began to enter a new era of thinning ice and
increasing summer open water because of positive feedbacks. It remains to be seen if this era will persist or
if a sustained cooling period can reverse the processes.

1. Introduction

Floating ice pack is a key component of the Arctic
Ocean physical and biological systems. It controls the
exchange of heat, water, momentum, and gases at the
sea surface. Changes in the albedo of the surface
brought on by changes in the ice cover over very large
areas are a major factor in global climate change.
Through its role as a transporter of freshwater, it mod-
ifies the static stability of the ocean in key areas where
deep convection occurs. The sea ice also blocks the
solar flux to the water and hence is a major control
factor for primary productivity. It also acts as a support
structure for organisms from phytoplankton to seals,
walrus, and polar bears while limiting access to the sur-
face for seals and whales. This component of the Arctic
environment is changing rapidly.

The summer sea ice extent has been retreating in
recent years. In the summer of 2002 record low levels of
ice extent in the Arctic were observed (Serreze et al.
2003), the ice extents in the summers of 2003 and 2004
were almost as low (Stroeve et al. 2005), and the sum-
mer of 2005 shows another record low. This follows the
very low ice extent in the western Arctic in the summer
of 1998 (Maslanik et al. 1999). This downward trend in
the ice extent has been documented by many authors
(e.g., Gloersen and Campbell, 1991; Parkinson et al.
1999; Johannessen et al. 1999; Comiso 2002). The trend
in the September ice extent for the period 1979–2004 is
�7.7% per decade (Stroeve et al. 2005), a value twice as
large as that reported for the shorter period 1979–95
(Serreze et al. 2000).

The ice in the central pack is also thinning. Based on
submarine measurements, the ice draft is reported by
Rothrock et al. (1999) to have thinned by 40% from the
1960s and 1970s to the 1990s. Rothrock et al. (2003)
discuss the anomalously thin ice of the 1990s from both
observational and modeling perspectives through the
year 2000. The model (similar to that used here) agrees
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Urging action about climate change

I First use of “tipping point” in the context of climate change by J.
Schellnhuber, when clarifying the concept of “large-scale
discontinuites” for a BBC journalist.1

I Hansen: Talk tribute to David Keeling: “Is There Still Time to Avoid
‘Dangerous Anthropogenic Interference’ with Global Climate?”
(2005)2.

I note the post-Katerina context, and the then debate about
collective and individual responsibilities.

1K. Mossman. In: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (2008).
2C. Russill and Z. Nyssa. In: Global Environmental Change (2009).
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A few key actors

James Hansen Joachin Schellnhuber Tim Lenton

Marten Scheffer 7 / 32
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Urging policy action

I Clark 19853,4

The policy on the CO2 question should be recast as a problem of
risk assessment and risk management

I Schneider (1988) ‘double ethical bind’ 5

“where a concern for scientific accuracy must be balanced by
attention to media effectiveness”

I Hansen (2015) : motivating action. Tipping point used in the context
of Katerina

Hansen’s (2005) initial use of tipping point emerged in
opposition to the burning embers diagram of the IPCC
AR3“6

3W. C. Clark. Tech. rep. 1985.
4C. Russill and Z. Nyssa. In: Global Environmental Change (2009).
5idem
6ibidem
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Committed use of a sociological vocabulary

I Nature (2006) editorial advises against the use of tipping point in
non-sociological context - uncertain science, distorting views, trigger
fatalism7

I but Hansen, Schellnhuber, later Lenton carry on

7Nature. In: Nature (2006).
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Why ?

I formal analogy (dynamical systems)
I scientific and normative programe

I identify the elements of control of tipping point to act on them
and “dangerous climate change”

I resonance with the sociological concept: avoiding dangerous
climate changes requires a society change, a sociological tipping.

13 / 32



The instrument: Generative metaphor9

I load a popular concept with scientific content8

I generate a feedback between the popular concept and the new
meaning “serves as an alternative description able to illuminate and
re-prioritize different aspects of a complex situation”

I load the scientific concept with values and imagery

other climate examples: Conveyor Belt (Broecker), Switches,

8D. A. Schön. In: Metaphor and Thought (1993). Ed. by A. Ortony.
9C. Russill and Z. Nyssa. In: Global Environmental Change (2009).
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Interference with Paris agreement

650 NATURE CLIMATE CHANGE | VOL 6 | JULY 2016 | www.nature.com/natureclimatechange

opinion & comment

benchmark for the human enterprise. In 
view of the monumental implications of that 
benchmark, it is imperative to review the 
adequacy of the Paris target.

Our assessment begins with 
decomposing the term adequacy into three 
crucial components, namely (1) necessity, 
(2) feasibility and (3) simplicity. The 
latter dimension is often ignored, but 
is tremendously important for political 
recognition and implementation, as we 
shall explain. The feasibility question has 
been studied thoroughly not least by the 
IPCC in its Fifth Assessment Report2 (AR5). 
The preliminary conclusion is that the 
2 °C line may be held with remarkably low 
economic cost, if only the political will can 
be mustered. However, the feasibility issue 
is well worth revisiting in light of the Paris 
aspiration to limit warming to 1.5 °C. We 
begin, however, by reviewing the necessity of 
a global warming limit, guided by the latest 
insights from climate science.

Necessity
The UNFCCC, established in 1992 at the 
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, defines 
its ultimate goal (in the famous Art. 2)
that demands to stabilize greenhouse gas 
(GHG) concentrations at levels that prevent 
“dangerous anthropogenic interference 

with the climate system”. This phrase has 
been a bonanza for lawyers and political 
scientists ever since, who came up with 
many different and partly contradictory 
interpretations. Being climate scientists, 
we concentrate on the terms that allow for 
a concrete operationalization of that goal, 
namely ‘dangerous’ and ‘climate system’. A 
straightforward interpretation then emerges: 
“GHG emissions that would modify the 
character of the climate system in a way 
that creates intolerable risks for humankind 
must be avoided.” As a sensible conclusion, 
the Holocene mode of operation of the 
planetary environmental machinery needs 
to be preserved.

In fact, the sustenance of Holocene 
climate conditions under which Homo 
sapiens thrived while the Neolithic 
Revolution established human civilization 
was an early key argument in favour of the 
2 °C guardrail (ref. 3; see also ref. 4). One 
of the authors (H.J.S.) in the 1990s helped 
to start the related political process that 
eventually led, via the German government 
and the EU, to the current global climate 
benchmarking. Limiting global warming to 
at most 2 °C, with an option to amend this 
to 1.5 °C after a scientific review, was first 
agreed upon at the UNFCCC Conference of 
the Parties in Cancun, 20105.

Today, Earth system science has come 
of age and can provide robust evidence 
for the intuitive assumption that it is not a 
good idea to leave the “safe operating space” 
of humanity6,7, and that this space is well 
within the Paris confines. The keywords 
in this context are non-linearity and 
irreversibility. Impacts research indicates 
that unbridled anthropogenic climate 
change would be most likely to play out 
in a disruptive and irreparable way. This 
becomes clear when one moves from 
the conventional, yet valuable, realms of 
analysis (“How will wheat yields vary with 
changes in local temperature, precipitation, 
insolation etc?”) to the macro-components, 
mega-patterns and super-ecosystems that 
determine how the climate system functions 
as a whole (“When will the Greenland Ice 
Sheet collapse under progressive global 
warming?”). These critical entities have 
been called tipping elements8, since their 
character is closely related to certain pockets 
of planetary state space. This means that 
those elements may be destroyed, damaged 
or transmuted if critical threshold values 
(tipping points) of key environmental 
parameters are transgressed.

The impressive advances made by climate 
system research over the past two decades 
allow us to draw the first ‘big pictures’ of 
planetary criticality, identifying both tipping 
elements and their respective niches. There 
is compelling evidence that almost all of 
them are affected by anthropogenic warming 
in some way or another. Put briefly, the 
worldwide environmental risks scale with 
global warming, or more precisely, with the 
mean surface temperature deviation from 
pre-industrial levels, ΔT. This insight is 
summarized and visualized in Fig. 1.

This diagram provides an indispensable 
map for global stewardship9. It roughly 
decomposes the temperature space into four 
qualitatively distinct domains: the first one 
(D0) embraces the range between the Last 
Glacial Maximum and the Holocene Climate 
Optimum in which the pre-industrial 
human enterprise was born. The second 
one (D2) is the ΔT range between 1 °C and 
3 °C and thus includes the Paris range. 
From Fig. 1 it is immediately apparent that 
even if global warming is limited to below 
2 °C, some important tipping elements 
may already be harmed or transformed. In 
fact, the tipping point for marine ice sheet 
instability in the Amundsen Basin of West 
Antarctica may well have been crossed 
already, and the risk of crossing further 
tipping points will increase with future 
warming10,11. Significant impacts of climate 
change are projected already for a warming 
of 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels, and 
have been shown to rise substantially 
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Figure 1 | Tipping elements in context of the global mean temperature evolution. Shown is the global-
mean surface temperature evolution from the Last Glacial Maximum through the Holocene, based on 
palaeoclimatic proxy data35,36 (grey and light blue lines, with the purple and blue shading showing one 
standard deviation), instrumental measurements since 1750 ad (HadCRUT data, black line) and different 
global warming scenarios for the future (see ref. 37 for the latter). Threshold ranges for crossing various 
tipping points where major subsystems of the climate system are destabilized have been added from 
ref. 8, 14 and 37–40. (Note that we follow the tipping point definition of Lenton et al.8 which does not 
require irreversibility, so that sea ice cover is included here.) The range for the West Antarctic Ice Sheet 
(WAIS) has been adapted to account for the observation that part of it has probably tipped already10,11. 
THC, thermohaline circulation; ENSO, El Niño–Southern Oscillation; EAIS, East Antarctic Ice Sheet. 

10

10H. J. Schellnhuber, S. Rahmstorf, and R. Winkelmann. In: Nature Climate change (2016).
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Dynamical system’s theory

d x

d t
= f (x) (1)

I fixed points
I stationary solution
I limit cycles
I chaos

Note:

Barry Saltzman is probably the one who most introduced dynamical
systems’s thinking (with non-linereaties, chaos), in collaboration with
Lorenz who has been better at popularizing it. Saltzman’s legacy is
unfortunately unknown outside specialist circles.

17 / 32



The Lameray diagram of stability

V. Brovkin et al. In: J. Geophys. Res. (1998)

I Supposes a coupled system
Vegetation - Precipitation, with
a non-linear dependence V ?(P).

I We look for a fixed point (V ,P)
where both are in equilibrum
with each other.

18 / 32



Bifurcation (with the Lameray Diagram)

A so-called “fold” bifurcation occurs
when climate changes (change in
P?(V )), as some equilibrium solution
may disappear. This is a catostrophe
collapse.

a

aV. Brovkin et al. In: J. Geophys. Res. (1998).
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Bifurcation (in terms of potential landscape)

The fold bifurcation may be re-interpreted as a change in potential
landscape.Dynamics and Statistics of the Climate System, 2016, Vol. 1, No. 1 15

approaching bifurcations (Scheffer et  al., 2009). Other, related indicators have also been suggested, e.g. higher 
statistical moments (Guttal and Jayaprakash, 2008a) and spatial correlations in spatially extended systems (Dakos 
et al., 2010; Donangelo et al., 2010; Guttal and Jayaprakash, 2008b).

Besides the prediction context, statistical indicators of stability change can also be used to understand why an 
abrupt change occurs, because they can only be expected in some scenarios (like local bifurcations) but not others 
(like random shifts to an alternative state or threshold-induced shifts without positive feedbacks). For example, 
Dakos et al. (2008) found early warning signals prior to some abrupt shifts in palaeorecords, and changing indi-
cators prior to Dansgaard–Oeschger events may support that these transitions were associated with a bifurcation 
point, though the evidence in this case is still controversial (Cimatoribus et  al., 2013; Ditlevsen and Johnsen, 
2010).

The strength of statistical stability indicators lies in the generality of the theory. Consequently, it has been applied 
to essentially all tipping point candidates described above and in a variety of other fields like ecology, economics, 
sociology and medicine (Scheffer et al., 2012). Extensive practical guides (Dakos et al., 2012a; Kefi et al., 2014) and 
a suite of methods ready to use in freely available toolboxes (Dakos et al., 2012a) for analysing trends in statistical 
properties have been facilitating their application.

4.2.2. Limitations and challenges
The increasing popularity of statistical indicators in different applications makes it necessary to raise awareness for 
their limitations (Dakos et al., 2015). Most importantly, increases in autocorrelation and variance do not imply the 
existence of a catastrophic bifurcation but merely reflect current changes in a system’s timescale. This means that 
using these metrics as early warnings for upcoming tipping points can only be justified in systems where there already 
is evidence for the existence of catastrophic bifurcations. Therefore, single estimates of stability indicators do not have 
predictive value. Conversely, even when abrupt change is imminent, it is not always preceded by statistical precursors. 
A trivial but common practical problem is that climate time series are often far too short to detect slowing down. For 
example, detecting meaningful autocorrelation changes requires roughly 1000 data points (Ditlevsen and Johnsen, 
2010), i.e. 1000 years for annual resolution. In shorter records, it is difficult to draw any conclusions. For example, the 
lack of early warning signals in palaeorecords of monsoon transitions between high and low rain periods could imply 
no stability change or a destabilization that is too fast to become statistically evident (Thomas et al., 2015). Moreover, 
random fluctuations can push a system to a different state long before the bifurcation is reached (although one may be 

Figure 4. Slowing down and its indicators in a destabilizing system. Here, the position of the ball indicates the state of the sys-
tem which is subject to random perturbations. The minima in the stability landscape are stable states. If the system is far from 
the bifurcation (A) it is more stable than close to the bifurcation (B). Far from the bifurcation, the system recovers quickly from a 
perturbation (C), and its variability in the steady state is small and fast (D). Close to the perturbation, the recovery is slow (E), and 
as a consequence, the variability shows long excursions from the mean and has larger total magnitude (F) (adapted from Scheffer 
et al., 2012).

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/climatesystem/article-abstract/1/1/dzw004/2562885
by guest
on 15 February 2018

refinements based on the mathematical notion of bifurcation:

I bifurcation language rightarrow B-tipping, N-tipping, R-tipping11

11P. Ashwin and P. Ditlevsen. In: Climate Dynamics (2015).
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Mathematical Biology

I Tradition of modelling
ecosystems and biological
systems with dynamical systmes
(May, Lotke Volterra)

I Marten Scheffer’s
successful book: “Critical
Transitions in Nature and
Society” (2009, Princeton
University Press)

I link with Catastrophes’
theory of René Thom Scheffer 2009, p.31 + important

thread of research on early
warning signals
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Oceanography (1990s - 2005)

“Rapid” climate change context

I Dansgaard-Oeschger events
I “Shut-downs of ocean

circulation”
I The Day after tomorrow
I Achille’s heel

parameter choices that each group had adopted for their
standard present climate simulation. Additional freshwater
was then added uniformly to the latitude band 20–50�N
across the Atlantic. This changes the large-scale freshwater
balance of the North Atlantic, without forcing the high-
latitude convection regions directly. To keep the experiment
simple, the freshwater input was not compensated for
elsewhere in the ocean. Previous experiments found that
compensating for this freshwater input in the Pacific makes
little difference [Rahmstorf and Ganopolski, 1999]. The rate
of change of the freshwater input was 0.05 Sv per 1,000
model years. A typical experiment (i.e., up to freshwater
perturbations of plus 0.25 Sv and minus 0.25 Sv) takes
20,000 model years to complete. In some of the more costly
models faster rates of change were employed; this will result
in the model deviating more from the true equilibrium

curve, particularly near bifurcation points [Rahmstorf,
1995].

3. Participating Models

[8] The computational cost of calculating a quasi-equi-
librium thermohaline hysteresis curve puts this experiment
squarely in the domain of intermediate complexity models
(EMICS) [Claussen et al., 2002]. The participating EMICS
fall into three groups: (1) EMICS in which the ocean and
atmosphere are both of intermediate complexity; (2) ocean
GCMs coupled with simple atmosphere models; and (3) a
‘‘stripped-down’’ coarse-resolution coupled GCM. The
models used here are of very different types; they differ
far more from each other than a sampling of different GCMs
would. One aspect of the model variety is dimensionality:
some models are (partly) zonally averaged, others are not;
some models do have a vertical dimension to the atmo-
sphere, while others employ a one-layer surface energy
balance. Also, other components (e.g., sea ice) differ
between the models. The large variety in model construction
adds credence to those results that are robust across all
models. An overview over the participating models is given
in Table 1.

4. Hysteresis Curves

[9] Results of the hysteresis computation are shown in
Figure 2. Shown here is the maximum of the meridional
volume transport stream function in the North Atlantic
(excluding the near-surface wind-driven Ekman transport)
as an integral measure of the rate of North Atlantic Deep
Water (NADW) circulation.
[10] It is remarkable that all models, despite their large

differences in construction, show a clear hysteresis re-
sponse. The shape of the hysteresis curves in most models,
rounded to the right, is consistent with an underlying
parabolic equilibrium curve that results from Stommel’s
model. This suggests that the salt advection feedback, which
causes this type of solution in Stommel’s conceptual model,
is a dominant feature in all these models. (The ‘‘spike’’ in
some of the curves near zero freshwater input is a transient
feature not relevant to the equilibrium response.)
[11] Several models show some deviations from this

basic shape, particularly vertical ‘‘steps’’ in the curve. It
was previously shown that these can arise due to a shift in
convection location in a model [Rahmstorf, 1995]. In some

Table 1. Models Participating in This Studya

Model Name Ocean Component Atmosphere Component Reference for Model Details

Bern 2.5D zonally averaged, 3 basins zonally averaged energy moisture [Stocker et al., 1992]
Bremen large-scale geostrophic energy balance [Prange et al., 2003]
Climber-2 zonally averaged, 3 basins statistical-dynamical [Petoukhov et al., 2000]
ECBilt-CLIO 3D primitive equations quasi-geostrophic [Goosse et al., 2001]
C-GOLDSTEIN 3D simplified energy-moisture balance [Edwards and Marsh, 2005]
MIT_UWash 3D prim. equations, square basins zonally averaged [Kamenkovich et al., 2002]
MoBiDic zonally averaged, 3 basins zonally averaged [Crucifix et al., 2002]
MOM-hor 3D primitive equations (MOM) simple energy balance [Rahmstorf and Willebrand, 1995]
MOM-iso as above, with isopycnal mixing simple energy balance
MPM zonally averaged, 3 basins energy-moisture balance [Wang and Mysak, 2000]
UVic 3D primitive equations (MOM) energy-moisture balance [Weaver et al., 2001]

aAll of the ocean models use z-coordinates.

Figure 1. Schematic of hysteresis, with solid black lines
indicating stable equilibrium climate states and dotted black
lines unstable states. Different types of transition are
indicated by colored arrows: (a) an advective spindown
related to Stommel’s salt transport feedback, (b) a convective
shutdown related to Welander’s ‘‘flip-flop’’ feedback, (c) a
transition between different convection patterns, and (d) the
restart of convection. A full hysteresis loop cycles between
the ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off’’ states of the Atlantic thermohaline
circulation via transitions (a) and (d). Small arrows show
the movement in phase space of non-equilibrium states.
‘‘S’’ marks the Stommel bifurcation beyond which no
NADW formation can be sustained. Figure adapted from
Rahmstorf [2000].

L23605 RAHMSTORF ET AL.: THERMOHALINE CIRCULATION HYSTERESIS L23605

2 of 5

a

aS. Rahmstorf et al. In: Geophysical Research Letters (2005).
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W. Clark

While the criticality analysis of the planetary ecosphere is making good prog-
ress and promises to support, in the not-too-distant future, global stewardship
with a comprehensive list of neuralgic items that must be treated with utter cau-
tion, the complementary criticality analysis of the anthroposphere has not yet
begun: What are the irreplaceable components of the global industrial metabo-
lism? On which agricultural region will future world food production crucially
depend? Are there institutions that can preserve/establish social cohesion and
international equity throughout the globalization process? Which of the current
megacities are bound to implode ultimately, and where will the new planetary
centers of knowledge production lie? What technologies have the potential to
transform radically humanity’s interactions with its natural resources and its
life-support systems? Genuine Earth system analysis for sustainability needs to
address all of the questions, but there will be no quick answers.

The next illustration concerns Question 14, which asks about the best meth-
odologies for integrating the Earth system knowledge produced by both the nat-
ural sciences and the social sciences. This question is part of a much wider,
long-standing debate that attempts to bridge the “hard” and the “soft” disci-
plines. In recent years, two diametrically opposite schemes — perceived by
many as battering rams rather than bridges — have been put forward: The first
“integrating” strategy is the formalization of the social sciences along the lines
of mathematical physics as epitomized by the invention of “econophysics” (see,
e.g., the review articles in Bunde et al. 2002). This development reflects an
epistemological attitude anticipated by David Hume in 1748 as follows: “The
great advantage of the mathematical sciences above the moral consists in this,
that the ideas of the former are always clear and determinate.” A popular and

10 W. C. Clark, P. J. Crutzen, and H. J. Schellnhuber

Figure 1.1 Geographically explicit switch and choke elements in the Earth system.

12

12W. C. Clark, P. J. Crutzen, and H. J. Schellnhuber. In: SSRN Electronic Journal (2005).
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T. Lenton

cur immediately after the cause or much later. The definition
encompasses equilibrium properties with threshold behavior as
well as critical rates of forcing. In its equilibrium application, it
includes all orders of phase transition and the most common
bifurcations found in nature: saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations.
The definition could in principle be applied at any time, e.g., in
Earth’s history. The feature of the system and the parameter(s)
that influence it need not be climate variables. Critical condi-
tions may be reached autonomously (without human interfer-
ence), and natural variability could trigger a qualitative change.

Here we restrict ourselves to tipping elements that may be
accessed by human activities and are potentially relevant to
current policy. We define the subset of policy-relevant tipping
elements by adding to condition 1 the following conditions:

2. Human activities are interfering with the system ! such that
decisions taken within a ‘‘political time horizon’’ (TP " 0) can
determine whether the critical value for the control !crit is
reached. This occurs at a critical time (tcrit) that is usually
within TP but may be later because of a commitment to further
change made during TP.

3. The time to observe a qualitative change plus the time to
trigger it lie within an ‘‘ethical time horizon’’ (TE); tcrit # T "
TE. TE recognizes that events too far away in the future may
not have the power of influencing today’s decisions.

4. A significant number of people care about the fate of the
component !, because it contributes significantly to the
overall mode of operation of the Earth system (such that
tipping it modifies the qualitative state of the whole system),
it contributes significantly to human welfare (such that tipping
it impacts on many people), or it has great value in itself as
a unique feature of the biosphere. A qualitative change
should correspondingly be defined in terms of impacts.

Conditions 2–4 give our definition of a policy-relevant tipping
element an ethical dimension, which is inevitable because a focus
on policy requires the inclusion of normative judgements. These
enter in the choices of the political time horizon (TP), the ethical
time horizon (TE), and the qualitative change that fulfills con-
dition 4. We suggest a maximum TP $ 100 years based on the
human life span and our (limited) ability to consider the world
we are leaving for our grandchildren, noting also the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) focus on this
timescale. We suggest TE $ 1,000 years based on the lifetime of
civilizations, noting that this is longer than the timescale of

nation states and current political entities. Thus, we focus on the
consequences of decisions enacted within this century that
trigger a qualitative change within this millennium, and we
exclude tipping elements whose fate is decided after 2100.

In the limit #! 3 0, condition 1 would only include vanishing
equilibria and first-order phase transitions. Instead we consider
that a ‘‘small’’ perturbation #! should not exceed the magnitude
of natural variability in !. Considering global temperature,
climate variability on interannual to millennial timescales is
0.1–0.2°C. Alternatively, a popular target is to limit anthropo-
genic global mean temperature increase to 2°C, and we take a
‘‘small’’ perturbation to be 10% of this. Either way, #! $ 0.2°C
seems reasonable.

One useful way of classifying tipping elements is in terms of
the time, T, over which a qualitative change is observed: (i) rapid,
abrupt, or spasmodic tipping occurs if the observation time is
very small compared with TP (but T % 0); (ii) gradual or episodic
tipping occurs if the observation time is intermediate (e.g., of
order TP); and (iii) slow or asymptotic tipping occurs if the
observation time is very long (in particular, T 3 TE).

Several key questions arise. What are the potential policy-
relevant tipping elements of the Earth system? And for each:
What is the mechanism of tipping? What is the key feature F of
interest? What are the parameter(s) projecting onto the control
!, and their value(s) near !crit? How long is the transition time
T? What are the associated uncertainties?

Policy-Relevant Tipping Elements in the Climate System
Earth’s history provides evidence of nonlinear switches in state
or modes of variability of components of the climate system
(6–10). Such past transitions may highlight potential tipping
elements under anthropogenic forcing, but the boundary con-
ditions under which they occurred were different from today,
and anthropogenic forcing is generally more rapid and often
different in pattern (11). Therefore, locating potential future
tipping points requires some use of predictive models, in com-
bination with paleodata and/or historical data.

Here we focus on policy-relevant potential future tipping
elements in the climate system. We considered a long list of
candidates (Fig. 1, Table 1), and from literature review and the
aforementioned workshop, we identified a short list of candi-
dates that meet conditions 1–4 (top nine rows in Table 1). To
meet condition 1, there needed to be some theoretical basis ("1
model study) for expecting a system to exhibit a critical threshold

Fig. 1. Map of potential policy-relevant
tipping elements in the climate system, up-
dated from ref. 5 and overlain on global
population density. Subsystems indicated
could exhibit threshold-type behavior in re-
sponse to anthropogenic climate forcing,
where a small perturbation at a critical point
qualitatively alters the future fate of the
system. They could be triggered this century
and would undergo a qualitative change
within this millennium. We exclude from the
map systems in which any threshold appears
inaccessible this century (e.g., East Antarctic
Ice Sheet) or the qualitative change would
appear beyond this millennium (e.g., marine
methane hydrates). Question marks indicate
systems whose status as tipping elements is
particularly uncertain.

Lenton et al. PNAS ! February 12, 2008 ! vol. 105 ! no. 6 ! 1787
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Figure 5. Regions with the potential for abrupt shifts in two previous studies. (A) Potential tipping elements in Lenton et al. (2008) 
[Copyright (2008) National Academy of Sciences]. (B) Abrupt shifts in complex climate model simulations modified from Drijfhout 
et al. (2015).
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The landscape potential

Zeeman (1976) redrawing of René
Thom’s ”cusp” catastrophe, which is
essentially the depiction of a fold
bifurcation

Dynamics and Statistics of the Climate System, 2016, Vol. 1, No. 1 7

certain orbital forcings (Irizarry-Ortiz, 2003; Kiang and Eltahir, 1999; Wang and Eltahir, 2000; Zeng and Neelin, 
2000). Brovkin et al. (1998) proposed a simple conceptual model for explaining the existence of multiple states in 
the Sahara due to interaction between vegetation and climate and suggested that the orbital forcing operated as a 
bifurcation parameter. Experiments with an intermediate complexity model, CLIMBER-2, showed that a combina-
tion of orbital forcing changes and the positive climate–vegetation feedback in the model leads to an abrupt decrease 
in vegetation cover in the Sahara between 6000 and 5000 years ago (Claussen et al., 1999). This is consistent with 
an abrupt increase in the dust supply ~5500 years before present identified in a sediment core taken off the coast 
of northern West Africa (de Menocal et al., 2000). These early results seemed to support the hypothesis that today’s 
Sahara desert was born in a climate catastrophe (as represented in Fig. 2). Since then, however, the story has become 
more complicated.

Current Earth system models do not show alternative vegetation states (Boucher et al., 2012; Brovkin et al., 2009), 
probably because the atmosphere–vegetation feedback in these models is not strong enough to support alternative 
states. It was also observed that considering small-scale heterogeneity in the form of subgrid-scale processes also tends 
to make the transition smoother in model simulations (Claussen et al., 2013; Groner et al., 2015). Moreover, spatial 
heterogeneity tends to desynchronize changes at different locations and makes a transition gradual on a larger scale 
(van Nes and Scheffer, 2005). Indeed, reconstructions show that there were large spatial differences in North African 
vegetation cover and climate and in the speed of the transition to today’s desert (Armitage et al., 2015; Kropelin et al., 
2008; Shanahan et al., 2015). Hence, these considerations lend support to a more gradual, non-abrupt transition from 
the Green Sahara to today’s desert (represented by the upper right edge of Fig. 2).

A further complication is imposed by natural climate variability which sometimes obliterates multiple states 
(Guttal and Jayaprakash, 2007) and makes a transition more gradual. On the other hand, climate variability can even 
enhance an abrupt change. An illustrative example is a simulation of the end of the Green Sahara by Liu et al. (2007) 
and (2006). As soil moisture fluctuates on longer timescales than rainfall, vegetation can still persist after the start of 
a drying trend. When the soil water is finally exploited, climate can have changed substantially already, making the 

Figure 2. Stability landscape of the Green Sahara and desert. The larger the atmosphere–vegetation feedback (i.e. moving towards 
the lower left of the figure), the sharper the transition between the two states. (Modified from Model Calendar 2015, designed by 
Elsa Wikander at Azote, funded by the Beijer Institute of Ecological Economics and the Stockholm Resilience Centre.)
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Beyond bifurcation: Lenton 2008 criteria15

A system Σ is said to be a “tipping element” if the following
condition is met

1 There exists a critical control parameter, with small variation causing
large qualitative change

2 Human activities can interfere with the control parameter within
“political time horizon”

3 The qualitative change lies within “ethical horizon”
4 A significant people will be affected

15T. M. Lenton et al. In: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (2008).
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People network

I Lenton was a student of Watson, student of Lovelock (Bifurcation
imagery in Daisyworld)

I Lovelock’s influential programme of “Gaia” / “Medecine for Planet
Earth”

I Brovkin worked (and still does) under the supervision of M. Claußen,
at the time under the direction of Schellnhuber as head of the
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research

I Schellnuhber/Claußen’s workshop in Potsdam in 1999: Saltzman,
Lenton, Claussen (. . . and me!)

I Steffen used to head the IGBP programme (cf. Dutreil’s thesis)
I Scheffer is biologist
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Anthropocene imagery

There is growing
understanding of the
importance of functional
biodiversity in preventing
ecosystems from tipping
into unde- sired states
when they are disturbed

J. Rockstrom et al. In: Nature (2009)

A
lthough Earth has undergone many 
periods of significant environmen-
tal change, the planet’s environment 

has been unusually stable for the past 10,000 
years1–3. This period of stability — known to 
geologists as the Holocene — has seen human 
civilizations arise, develop and thrive. Such 
stability may now be under threat. Since the 
Industrial Revolution, a new era has arisen, 
the Anthropocene4, in which human actions 
have become the main driver of global envi-
ronmental change5. This could see human 
activities push the Earth system outside the 
stable environmental state of the Holocene, 
with consequences that are detrimental or 
even catastrophic for large parts of the world.

During the Holocene, environmental 
change occurred naturally and Earth’s regu-
latory capacity maintained the conditions 
that enabled human development. Regular 
temperatures, freshwater availability and 
biogeochemical flows all stayed within a rela-
tively narrow range. Now, largely because of 
a rapidly growing reliance on fossil fuels and 

industrialized forms of agriculture, human 
activities have reached a level that could dam-
age the systems that keep Earth in the desirable 
Holocene state. The result could be irrevers-
ible and, in some cases, abrupt environmental 
change, leading to a state less conducive to 
human development6. Without pressure from 
humans, the Holocene is expected to continue 
for at least several thousands of years7.

Planetary boundaries
To meet the challenge of maintaining the 
Holocene state, we propose a framework 
based on ‘planetary boundaries’. These 

A safe operating space for humanity
Identifying and quantifying planetary boundaries that must not be transgressed could help prevent human 

activities from causing unacceptable environmental change, argue Johan RockstrÖm and colleagues.

Figure 1 | Beyond the boundary. The inner green shading represents the proposed safe operating 
space for nine planetary systems. The red wedges represent an estimate of the current position for 
each variable. The boundaries in three systems (rate of biodiversity loss, climate change and human 
interference with the nitrogen cycle), have already been exceeded.
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SUMMARY
● New approach proposed for defining preconditions for human 

 development

● Crossing certain biophysical thresholds could have disastrous 

 consequences for humanity

● Three of nine interlinked planetary boundaries have already been 

 overstepped

boundaries define the safe operating space 
for humanity with respect to the Earth system 
and are associated with the planet’s bio-
physical subsystems or processes. Although 
Earth’s complex systems sometimes respond 
smoothly to changing pressures, it seems that 
this will prove to be the exception rather than 
the rule. Many subsystems of Earth react in 
a nonlinear, often abrupt, way, and are par-
ticularly sensitive around threshold levels of 
certain key variables. If these thresholds are 
crossed, then important subsystems, such as a 
monsoon system, could shift into a new state, 
often with deleterious or potentially even 
disastrous consequences for humans8,9. 

Most of these thresholds can be defined by 
a critical value for one or more control vari-
ables, such as carbon dioxide concentration. 
Not all processes or subsystems on Earth have 
well-defined thresholds, although human 
actions that undermine the resilience of such 
processes or subsystems — for example, land 
and water degradation — can increase the risk 
that thresholds will also be crossed in other 
processes, such as the climate system.

We have tried to identify the Earth-system 
processes and associated thresholds which, if 
crossed, could generate unacceptable envi-
ronmental change. We have found nine such 
processes for which we believe it is neces-
sary to define planetary boundaries: climate 
change; rate of biodiversity loss (terrestrial 
and marine); interference with the nitrogen 
and phosphorus cycles; stratospheric ozone 
depletion; ocean acidification; global fresh-
water use; change in land use; chemical pol-
lution; and atmospheric aerosol loading (see 
Fig. 1 and Table). 

In general, planetary boundaries are values 
for control variables that are either at a ‘safe’ 
distance from thresholds — for processes 
with evidence of threshold behaviour — or 
at dangerous levels — for processes without 
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Conclusions

I The concept of tipping point plays on the ambiguity between policy
science, social sciences, and Earth sciences. It is value loaded,
ethically constrained, and part of a political project (following the
principle of the double ethical bound)

I It stands on mathematical foundations (bifurcation theory), but
transcends them.

I The graphical imagery plays a large role:

I Chris Russill sees as generative metaphor in action

I The broader project is that “climate change governance” requires a
scientific interface between Earth system science and policy. This is
also a social and economical science problem.

I It also announces the reign transition from physicists to
“system-science” scientists in climate science
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